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Iconic night views and gorgeous swirling lights will take your breath away

Exciting nighttime activities!

Your complete guide to Tokyo’s evening attractions

To view this guide online, scan the QR code on your smartphone or visit the website posting night view spots.
TOKYO NIGHT STORY

4 TOKYO NIGHT STORY MAP

6 TOKYO SKYTREE® The Best Picturesque Night View
Solamachi Square / TOKYO SKYTREE Tembo Deck, Tembo Galleria / Genmori Bridge / Jikken Bridge / Tobu Railway Sumida River Bridge Illumination/ Konica Minolta Planetarium “TENKU” / Sumida Aquarium

9 Tokyo Tower, the Symbol of Tokyo
Tokyo Tower Main Deck / Viewing spots in the area

10 Roppongi, a Playground for Adults
Roppongi Hills Observatory Tokyo City View / Roppongi intersection / The National Art Center, Tokyo / Tokyo Midtown / Mohri Garden

12 Shinjuku Station West Exit, Panorama View of Skyscrapers
Tokyo Metropolitan Government Building South Observatory / Shinjuku Station West Exit Viewing Spot Stroll

13 Shinjuku Station East Exit, Pulsing with Energy
Kabukicho / Godzilla head (Shinjuku Toho Building)

14 The heart of Tokyo! Ginza, Yurakucho, Tokyo Station area
Ginza Yonchome Intersection / Kabukiza Theater / GINZA SIX Garden / Tokyo Plaza Ginza KIRIKO TERRACE / Konica Minolta Planetaria TOKYO / Tokyo Station / KITTE Garden / Tokyo International Forum / Park View Garden, Tokyo Midtown Hibiya / Caretta Shiodome Sky View

18 Lose yourself in an elegant night of art and music: Museums & Concerts
Tokyo Metropolitan Theatre (Ikebukuro)/ Suntory Hall (Akasaka)/ Mori Art Museum (Roppongi)/ Tokyo Bunka Kaikan, National Museum of Western Art, Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum (Ueno)/ Tokyo Photographic Art Museum (Ebisu)

20 The Glittery Bay Area
Statue of Liberty / Odaiba Illumination “YAKEI” / Fuji Television / Palette Town / Rainbow Bridge

22 Shibuya and Harajuku, Birthplace of Pop Culture
Shibuya Scramble Crossing / Shibuya Hikarie Sky Lobby / Aoyama-dori Ave. / Omotesando Hills / Omohara forest (Tokyu Plaza Omotesando Harajuku)

24 So much to see! Enjoy your evening in Ikebukuro
SKY CIRCUS Sunshine 60 Observatory / Sunshine Aquarium / NAMJATOWN / Seibu Ikebukuro Flagship Store “Gourmet and Greenery Hanging Gardens” / Minami-Ikebukuro Park

27 Old and new side by side: Ueno and Akihabara
Akihabara Electric Town / Ameyoko Market / Shinobazu Pond
Stroll Through Asakusa, Glittering with Japanese Lights
Azumabashi Bridge / Kaminarimon Gate / Nakamise Shopping Street / Sensoji Temple

Hidden streets for adults to relax
Shinjuku Golden-gai (Shinjuku) / Ebisu Yokochō (Ebisu) / Shimbashi Gadoshita (Shimbashi) / Akabane Ichibangai and OK Yokochō (Akabane) / Tokyo Otsuka Norengai (Otsuka) / Tsukishima Monja Street (Tsukishima)

Tip #1 for Enjoying Tokyo Night Views
Nighttime amusement parks and entertainment
Tokyo Dome City Attractions (Suidobashi) / Asakusa Hanayashiki (Asakusa) / Toshimaen (Nerima City) / Tokyo Joypolis (Odaiba) / Maxell Aqua Park Shinagawa (Shinagawa)

Tip #2 for Enjoying Tokyo Night Views
Take in a Night View of Tokyo from the Sea!
Cruise on a luxurious passenger boat, ride a unique and comfortable “water bus,” relax in a houseboat reminiscent of the Edo period

Tip #3 for Enjoying Tokyo Night Views
Night Views from the Sky
Bunkyo Civic Center Observation Lounge (Bunkyo City) / Hoku Topia Observation Lobby (Kita City) / Mt. Takao (Hachioji City)

Tip #4 for Enjoying Tokyo Night Views
Glimpse a Special Night View while using Transportation!
Haneda Airport Observation Deck / Helicopter cruising / Double-decker open-air bus / Yurikamome / Hamazakibashi Junction

Exciting Nights in Tokyo! Nightlife Events
Kyobashi night Live Crossing (Chuo City) / TOKYO NIGHT MARKET (Shibuya City) / TOKYO MUSIC EVENING “Yūbe” (Toshima City)

Seasonal Illumination
Cherry Blossoms in Spring
Chidori-ga-fuchi Green Way / Meguro River / Ueno Park / Kyu-Furukawa Gardens

Summer Fireworks
Sumida River Fireworks Festival / Adachi Fireworks / Edogawa Fireworks Festival / Tachikawa Festival, Showa Kinen Park Fireworks festival

Autumn Colors
Rikugien Gardens / Mejiro Garden / Happo-en / Takahata Fudoson Temple

Winter Illumination
TOKYO MEGA ILLUMI / Yomiuriland Jewellumination® / Marunouchi Illumination / Omotesando Magic Illumination

*The prices listed for facility usage fees are per adult. For more information about rates for children and other details, please check each facility’s website.
Cherry Blossoms in Spring
Summer Fireworks
Autumn Colors
Winter Illumination

Lose yourself in art and music
Hidden streets
Nightlife Events

Tokyo nightscape video
You can access video footage of Tokyo nightscapes from this QR code.

1. Aerial photography of Tokyo
2. Asakusa & TOKYO SKYTREE®
3. Shinjuku & Ikebukuro
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The heart of Tokyo!
TOKYO SKYTREE®, boasting the world’s tallest free-standing broadcast tower at 634 m in height.

360-degree Tokyo night views from two observatories at 350 and 450 meters above ground are a must-see. The lighting of the tower itself also changes day by day.

The entire TOKYO SKYTREE TOWN® is one of Tokyo’s best night view spots.

1. **See the lighting right up close**
   **Solamachi Square**
   TOKYO SKYTREE TOWN’s Solamachi Square on the 1st floor is the best place to get an up-close view of the SKYTREE.

2. **Immerse yourself in night views in two observatories**
   **TOKYO SKYTREE**
   **Tembo Deck / Tembo Galleria**
   The Tembo Deck at 350 m above ground, and the Tembo Galleria at 450 m, are night view highlights. The Tembo Galleria especially has dazzling lights that really set the mood.
   - 8:00–22:00 (Entry until 21:00 for the Tembo Deck and 21:20 for the Tembo Galleria)
   - Open everyday
   - 2,100 yen for Tembo Deck, +1,000 yen for Tembo Galleria

3. **Train and TOKYO SKYTREE® collaboration**
   **Genmorï Bridge**
   This is a popular spot for taking photos of the entire TOKYO SKYTREE®. Take the perfect, romantic shot of the tower and the lingering light of the Tobu SKYTREE Line train as it runs along the base of the tower.

   **Experience a night view of Tokyo from 155m up**
   **SKYTREE TERRACE TOURS**
   A guided tour for you to get outdoor views from a height of 155 m. Enjoy views of Tokyo through the steel frames of the SKYTREE. Unlike seeing it through the glass, you will be overwhelmed to see dynamic views while experiencing the breezes, lights, and sounds of Tokyo.
   - Held 12 times a day between 11:30–18:00 on weekdays (Check the website for the schedule)
   - 2,500 yen for guided tours
**Tokyo’s night sky brilliantly adorned**

**Check out these three lighting events!**

All-LED lights are turned on every day, from sunset to midnight. Three lighting themes are used depending on the day: the pale blue “Iki,” the royal purple and gold leaf image “Miyabi,” and the citrus-orange themed “Nobori.” Special lighting themes are also used for events.

*Lightings are subject to change

---

**Jikken Bridge 十間橋**

At Jikken Bridge near Oshiage Station, you can see the “Upside-Down Tree” reflected in the surface of the water. This is also a popular spot for taking clear photos of the entire SKYTREE.

---

**Stay up late!**

**TOKYO SKYTREE TOWN®**

東京スカイツリータウン®

There are many entertainment spots around the TOKYO SKYTREE®, including the commercial facility Tokyo Solamachi® and the Sumida Aquarium. The seasonal and event-based lightings are also a must-see.

---

**TOKYO SKYTREE® Area Map**

Stay up late!

Stay up late!

---

©TOKYO-SKYTREE

©TOKYO-SKYTREETOWN
The Sumida River Bridge spans the area between Asakusa and TOKYO SKYTREE®. It is lit up every day from sundown until the last train, giving the area around the Sumida River a romantic glow. Its lights have the same colors as TOKYO SKYTREE®: “Iki,” “Miyabi,” and “Nobori.” There are also special illuminations to match seasonal events like Christmas and the cherry blossom festival. Photo shows the view from the Sumida Park, Asakusa side.

**A Soothing Space to be Moved by a Starry Sky**

**Konica Minolta Planetarium “TENKU”**

A planetarium for adults beckons you to a pleasant universe of stars, with 3D acoustics and images, and original aromas. The colors of the stars are recreated more richly and in greater detail, using the latest projectors. All kinds of programs are featured. You can enjoy the show more in relaxing crescent-shaped seats. ● Check the website for the viewing schedule ● Open everyday ● 1,500 yen or more

**A whole ocean world inside TOKYO SKYTREE TOWN® Sumida Aquarium**

Located on the 5th and 6th floors of TOKYO SKYTREE TOWN. You can encounter sea creatures in 8 areas, including Japan’s largest-scale indoor open fish tank, where Magellan penguins swim freely, and the grand Tokyo fish tank, with its theme of the ocean around the Ogasawara Islands. At night the lights in the aquarium turn blue, creating a completely different mood from the daytime. ● 9:00–21:00 (Entry until 20:00) ● Open everyday ● 2,050 yen
Tokyo Tower, the Symbol of Tokyo

The standout orange-and-white themed Tokyo Tower lights are an indispensable part of the Tokyo night skyline. The views of city lights seen from the observation deck are also superb.

Night views from Tokyo Tower
Tokyo Tower Main Deck
東京タワーメインデッキ
There are two floors at the Main Deck, at 145 m and 150 m. You can also relax at a café and enjoy the night view from there.
● 9:00–23:00 (Entry until 22:30)
● Open everyday ● 1,200 yen

See the glittering tower up close
Viewing spots in the area
周辺のビュースポット
We especially recommend Shiba Park Section 4 for seeing the beautiful street lights stretching straight up to a full view of the tower, and Shiba Park's lawn area for seeing the tower along with skyscrapers and Zojoji Temple.

The view from the Shiba Park lawn area

Held every day! Experiential viewing tours
Join a top deck tour!
Go up to the lookout at the Top Deck, at 250m high, and feel you’re floating in a production of mirrors and LED lights.
● Web pre-booking 2,800 yen
● Purchase at the ticket counter on the day 3,000 yen (incl. Main Deck admission fee)
Roppongi where there are many stylish buildings. The observation deck at famous night view spot Roppongi Hills also has an outdoor observatory for spectacular views.

1

Have a panorama view all to yourself

**Roppongi Hills Observatory**

Tokyo city view

六本木ヒルズ展望台 東京シティビュー

Get superb views from the rooftop, open-air Sky Deck at 270 m above sea level. Feel the breeze as you look out over Tokyo landmarks and buildings. ● Sky Deck 11:00–20:00 (Entry until 19:30) ● 52nd Floor indoor observation deck 10:00–23:00 (Entry until 22:30. Open until 25:00 on Fri., Sat., and the days before holidays, entry until 24:00) ● No scheduled holidays ● General admission 1,800 yen, etc., +500 yen for Sky Deck

2

Beautiful neon lights of a city that never sleeps

**Roppongi intersection**

六本木交差点

In the cityscape stretching out in all four directions, enjoy buildings of all heights, the flow of traffic tail lights, and a glittering sea of colorful light. Take in the view while enjoying a meal at a café or bar facing the street.
The whole building itself is a work of art

The National Art Center, Tokyo

国立新美術館

This art museum features a glass-sided curtain wall. At night the wall surface sheds light and creates a romantic atmosphere. ●10:00–18:00 (Until 20:00 on Fri. and Sat. during project exhibitions, 21:00 in the months between July and Sept. Entry until 30 min. before closing time) ●Closed Tue. (Closed on the following weekday if Tuesday is a national holiday) ●Fee depends on project exhibitions

Filled with brand-name shops from Japan and overseas

Tokyo Midtown 東京ミッドタウン

A complex facility featuring as many as 130 shops, restaurants, offices, clinics and hotels. With about four hectares of green space, this area is used as the city’s place for relaxation and refreshment. In addition to art museums and galleries, there are also works of art scattered throughout.

Created as a feudal lord’s garden

Mohri Garden 毛利庭園

A garden built for strolling that creates a beautiful Japanese atmosphere on the premises of Roppongi Hills. Plants of the four seasons and public art are arranged around the pond. Walking through the garden while listening to the sound of the stream will make you feel relaxed.

●7:00–23:00 ●Open everyday ●Free

*Photo shows Christmas season illumination.

*Photo shows the garden during the Christmas season.
Shinjuku Station West Exit, Panorama View of Skyscrapers

Enjoy night views for free!
Tokyo Metropolitan Government Building South Observatory

Enigmatic nightscape drawn by a ring
Shinjuku Station West Exit Stroll through viewing spots

There’s more!
Observatory floor and skyscraper restaurant areas

The South Observatory is a great viewing spot, free to the public and 202m above ground. Look out over the unique Shinjuku night skyline, at the row of triangular roofs that form Shinjuku Park Tower, and the Metropolitan Expressway. South Observatory 9:30-23:00 (Last Admission 22:30) Closed on the 1st and 3rd Tuesdays (Closed on the following day if Tuesday is a national holiday.) Closed December 29-31, January 2, 3 and during legal inspections Free

The Shinjuku Station West Exit area, full of unique buildings, is a treasure house of metropolitan, dramatic nightscapes. There are also many skyscraper restaurants that are not to be missed!

The West Shinjuku Sign Ring acts as a traffic light and sign, and at night, it combines with the skyscrapers and LOVE sculpture to quickly morph into an illuminated work of art. We recommend entering the ring and walking around to look at the surrounding area.

There are many skyscrapers around the Shinjuku Station West Exit that have restaurants, izakaya, and bars on the top floors, where you can see night skyline views. Spend a lovely evening surrounded by city lights while you enjoy a delicious meal.
Shinjuku Station East Exit, Pulsing with Energy

The nightscape of the east exit area is energetic, with spots like Kabukicho and Golden-gai, packed with restaurants and bars. This night spot looks great in bright, pure colors.

Classic Tokyo nightlife neighborhood
Shinjuku Kabukicho

Kabukicho, Japan’s most prominent pleasure quarter. Everywhere you look there are restaurants, bars, and entertainment establishments like cinemas and bowling alleys. As the sun goes down, dazzling billboards of red, blue, and orange light up and the town comes to life with an appeal that isn’t there in the daytime.

Impressively surprising sight!
Godzilla head (Shinjuku Toho Building)

Now there’s a new famous spot in Shinjuku: a life-sized Godzilla head on top of the Shinjuku Toho Building. Not only is it lit up at night, it plays the Godzilla theme song in every hour, roars, and breathes beams of light.

Shinjuku Station East Exit Area Map

Enjoy a refined atmosphere on the promenade stretching out from the south exit of Shinjuku Station. With a row of fashionable shops and bakeries, it also features dazzling illumination in winter.

Places for Strolls Near Shinjuku Station
Shinjuku Southern Terrace
The Heart of Tokyo!
Ginza, Yurakucho, Tokyo Station area

This area, where the iconic buildings and streets of Tokyo converge, is the birthplace of activity and trends. Catch a glimpse of the true face of the Tokyo of today, a blend of tradition and the cutting edge.
1. Retro Western architecture and clock tower landmarks
   **Ginza Yonchome Intersection**
   The center of Ginza lies at the intersection of Ginza Dori, the Main Street of Ginza since the Edo period, and Harumi Dori. The main building of Wako features a rooftop clock tower that is a classic Tokyo landmark. This area is packed with traditional specialty shops and brand-name stores.

2. Kabuki theatre that opened in 1889
   **Kabukiza Theatre**
   A theater for Kabuki, a traditional Japanese performance. An authentic Japanese building with its tiled roof, white plaster walls, red lacquered handrails, and the entrance with karahafu (a type of gable) impressively illuminated.

3. Experience nature in the city
   **GINZA SIX Garden**
   GINZA SIXガーデン
   This garden is located on the rooftop of Ginza Six, one of the Ginza area’s largest complex business facilities. Covered with 4,000 m² of greenery, you can relax in this urban oasis.
   ● 7:00–23:00 ● No scheduled holidays ● Free

4. A space of relaxation where you can see night views of Ginza
   **Tokyu Plaza Ginza KIRIKO TERRACE**
   東急プラザ銀座 キリコテラス
   An open, outdoor space located about 56 m aboveground. From the waterside and the green side, one can command panoramic views of glittering Ginza.
   ● 11:00-21:00 ● Open every day ● Free

5. Extremely realistic images of the night sky
   **Konica Minolta Planetaria TOKYO**
   コニカミノルタプラネタリアTOKYO
   Stunning images of starry skies projected from floor to ceiling seem to cocoon the entire room.
   ● See the website for its show times ● Open everyday ● 1,600 yen or more
Look down at Tokyo Station from a rooftop garden

KITTE Garden KITTEガーデン
Right in front of Tokyo Station. KITTE is a commercial facility with shops and restaurants. Enjoy views of the nightscape around Tokyo Station as you walk around the wooden deck in the lushly green rooftop garden on the 6th floor.

- 11:00-23:00 (until 22:00 on Sundays and holidays. Open hours vary depending on weather)
- Closed Jan. 1 and during legal inspections
- Free

A gathering place for diverse cultures and people

Tokyo International Forum
東京国際フォーラム
A cultural communications facility comprised of eight halls and 34 meeting rooms. Used for international meetings and ceremonies, as well as concerts, musicals, fashion shows, and entertainment. At night, the interior of the glass building is beautifully illuminated.

- 7:00-23:30
- Open every day (Could be closed for repairs etc.)
Feel the History and Style

Tokyo Station 東京駅
Built in 1914, the red-brick Marunouchi Station Building has been restored to its original condition. The wall arches and beautiful structures are lit in a warm yellow light. The window lights from the station building hotel are also a characteristic feature.

A great location right in front of Hibiya Park

Park View Garden in the Tokyo Midtown Hibiya
東京ミッドタウン日比谷パークビューガーデン
A hanging garden with amazing views. The nighttime views of lights from skyscraper windows reflected on the surface of the moats in the Kokyogaien National gardens are incredible.

8:30–23:00 ● Closed Jan. 1 (closed when windy) ● Free

Expansive night views of Tokyo Bay

Caretta Shiodome Sky View
カレッタ汐留 スカイビュー
An outstanding spot for superb views overlooking Tokyo Bay from a height of 200 m above ground. Locate on the 46th floor of Caretta Shiodome, lined with diverse restaurants and shops.

● 11:00–23:30 ● Closed on January 1, 2 ● Free
Unique Glass-Sided Atrium
Tokyo Metropolitan Theatre
東京芸術劇場

An integrated performing arts and cultural facility complete with exhibition spaces in addition to several halls for music, theater, and dance performances. The concert hall features world-class pipe organ. With concerts and events happening at night, too, feel refreshed in the evening after work.

- Check the website for the performance schedule
- No scheduled holidays

Lose yourself in art and music

Encounter art you can only find in Tokyo, and surrender yourself to beautiful melodies. This is how to enjoy a first-rate evening in Tokyo.

For the most beautiful sound in the world
Suntory Hall サントリーホール

Suntory Hall opened in 1986 as the first hall in Tokyo dedicated for concerts, based on the concept: pursuing the most beautiful sound in the world. Fine performances unfold day after day by world-class artists and orchestras. The splendor of the hall's acoustics led it to be dubbed a "jewel box of sound" by world-famous conductor Karajan.

- Check the website for the performance schedule
- No scheduled holidays

Feel inspired by the night views after taking in the arts
Mori Art Museum 森美術館

An international contemporary art museum located on the 53rd floor of the Roppongi Hills Mori Tower. It is open until 22:00 during the exhibition. Your entrance fee to the art museum also grants you access to the viewing platform of the tower, so you can enjoy the night view as well.

- 10:00–22:00 (until 17:00 on Tue.)
- Open every day during exhibitions
- The admission fees vary depending on the exhibition.

Provided by Tokyo Metropolitan Theatre
ⒸHikaru☆
A music hall known around the world
Tokyo Bunka Kaikan 东京文化会館

Opened in 1961 to celebrate 500 years since the founding of Tokyo, it holds all kinds of performances, including opera, ballet, and orchestra concerts. The building is also known for being a masterpiece of modernist architecture managed by Kunio Maekawa.

- Check the website for the performance schedule
- No scheduled holidays

Rows and rows of Western masterpieces
National Museum of Western Art 国立西洋美術館

This museum is listed as a World Heritage site designed by modern architectural master Le Corbusier. It exhibits works related to Western art, including paintings from the late Middle Ages through the early 20th century, and modern sculptures by Rodin. Enjoy the permanent exhibition for free when the museum is open at night on Fridays and Saturdays (17:00~). Various night events are also held. (Check the website for details.)

- 9:30–17:30 (until 20:00 on Fridays and Saturdays)
- Closed Mon. and the new year holidays (closed the following day if Monday is a holiday)
- Fee depends on exhibitions

On the concept of “an introduction to art”
Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum 东京都美術館

This art museum has a lot of history, and has been long-loved since it was built in 1926. Featuring many displays, from special exhibits of famous works from Japan and overseas, to diverse themed exhibits, to public calls for submissions, you can encounter new works of art every time you visit. Complete with restaurants and shops.

- 9:30–17:30 (until 20:00 on Fri. during project exhibitions)
- Closed 1st and 3rd Mon. Project exhibitions closed every Mon. (closed the following day if Monday is a holiday)
- Fee depends on exhibitions

Be intoxicated by masterpieces in a beer district
Tokyo Photographic Art Museum 東京都写真美術館

A specialty art museum for world-leading photography and film. Boasting over 35,000 pieces, this museum holds individual exhibits for photographers from Japan and overseas, and shows original film works. There is also a library inside where visitors can enjoy flipping through various photo collection books. Café adjoined.

- 10:00–18:00 (until 20:00 on Thu. and Fri.)
- Closed Mon. (closed the following day if Monday is a holiday)
- Fee depends on project exhibitions

Refined Nights
Museums & Concerts

Be intoxicated by masterpieces in a beer district
Tokyo Photographic Art Museum 東京都写真美術館
The Glittery Bay Area

In the southeast part of Tokyo, the area facing Tokyo bay. In the bay area of the coastal district, you can fully enjoy romantic seaside night views, including brightly lit bridges spanning the strait, bay coast illumination, and amusement parks.

1. **Nighttime Tokyo glittering the background**
   **Statue of Liberty**
   自由の女神像
   This statue is in Odaiba Seaside Park, a 3-minute walk from Daiba Station. At 12m high from the pedestal and weighing 9 tons, this statue is based on the Statue of Liberty in Paris. This beautiful night scene combines the statue and the sea.
   ● Illumination from sunset to sunrise (depending on the season)

2. **Year-round illumination**
   **Odaiba Illumination “YAKEI”**
   お台場イルミネーション “YAKEI”
   Trees line the beach from the 3rd floor seaside deck of a shopping center with the ship motif “Decks Tokyo Beach” for about 200 m around the 20 m-high Daiba Memorial Tree, adorned with about 220,000 lights along the seashore.
   ● Illuminated from sunset to midnight (changes depending on season)

3. **A huge panorama seen from “Hachitama”**
   **Fuji Television**
   フジテレビ
   Get 270-degree views of the Tokyo Bay in the spherical observation room on the 25th floor of the Fuji Television Headquarters. Take a look at Tokyo Tower, SKYTREE, and Rainbow Bridge as they are lit with colors, all at the same time.
   ● 10:00–18:00 (Extended depending on the season) ● Closed Mon. ● 700 yen

4. **Exceptional views from the Ferris wheel**
   **Palette Town**
   パレットタウン
   A leisure facility home to shopping malls. Get a sweeping view of Tokyo’s famous sights from the revolving, colorfully lit Ferris wheel. The transparent gondolas let you see the nightscape beneath your feet, too.
   ● Ferris wheel open for rides 10:00–22:00 (until 22:40 on Fri., Sat., and days before holidays) ● 1,000 yen
In the southeast part of Tokyo, the area facing Tokyo Bay. In the bay area of the coastal district, you can fully enjoy romantic seaside night views, including brightly lit bridges spanning the strait, bay coast illumination, and amusement parks.

Drawing a gentle arc across Tokyo Bay

Rainbow Bridge

レインボーブリッジ

A double-framework suspension bridge that connects downtown Tokyo with the oceanfront district. The upper level is a highway, and the lower level has a 1,700m promenade that takes about 30 minutes to cross on foot. Usually lit in white light, sometimes it’s also illuminated in red. ● Illuminated from sunset to midnight

Odaiba Area Map

Just Like Two Dinosaurs Facing Off

Tokyo Gate Bridge

A 2,618 m-long giant bridge connecting the central breakwater outer reclaimed land to Wakasu, Koto-ku. The bridge beam is lit in different colors depending on the month, and the lights move and change every hour on the hour. ● Illuminated from sunset to midnight
Shibuya and Harajuku, Birthplace of Pop Culture

Areas always sending out the cutting edge of fashion. People from all over Japan and all over the world gather here, and their diverse values blend here. Get a real feel for raw Tokyo in this town, where new culture is born every day.

Massive migration of people from all directions
Scramble Intersection
スクランブル交差点
There’s a crossing in front of the Shibuya Station Hachiko Exit where several large avenues intersect. Up to 300,000 people cross here per day, and the lights from the neon billboards on the surrounding buildings light up the pedestrians. You can watch the crossing from the buildings around the intersection.

See Shibuya as it redevelops
Shibuya Hikarie Sky Lobby
渋谷ヒカリエスカイロビー
The Sky Lobby on the 11th floor of a skyscraper complex with a direct connection to Shibuya Station. Get a sweeping view of Shibuya’s shopping district. *Landscape may change due to construction for Shibuya redevelopment.
● 7:00–24:00 ● Open everyday ● Free

Dazzling tail lights
Aoyama-dori Ave.
青山通り
This is a section of National Highway 246, a main highway in the Tokyo metropolitan area. A broad avenue that connects with Shibuya and Akasaka, it has three or more lanes on each side, and numerous cars pass through even at night. High-end boutiques line the road, and you can enjoy window shopping as well.

A landmark of Omotesando
Omotesando Hills
表参道ヒルズ
A shopping complex lined with elegant shops. The outside walls shine with seasonal colors at night. One of the buildings named Dojun Wing uses materials from the time when it was a residential complex, conveying the history of the neighborhood.
● 11:00–21:00 (until 20:00 on Sun.) ● No scheduled holidays ● Free
An urban oasis dense with zelkova trees

**Omohara forest (Tokyu Plaza Omotesando Harajuku)**

おもはらの森（東急プラザ表参道原宿）

A rooftop garden on the 6th floor of the Tokyu Plaza. There is a café on the same floor where you can relax while drinking coffee.

- 8:30–21:00
- Open everyday
- Free

---

**Shibuya and Harajuku Area Map**

Shibuya and Harajuku, the birthplace of pop culture. Areas always sending out the cutting edge of fashion. People from all over Japan and all over the world gather here, and their diverse values blend here. Get a real feel for raw Tokyo in this town, where new culture is born every day.
A group of several leisure facilities including an observatory and an aquarium, all centered on the 240m-tall skyscraper Sunshine 60, at the east entrance to JR Ikebukuro Station. A popular spot to see, eat, and enjoy to your heart's content.

**SKY CIRCUS Sunshine 60 Observatory**

An observatory on the 60th floor of the Sunshine 60 building that has you can enjoy 360-degree views of the Kanto suburbs spreading out in all directions, including the glittering TOKYO SKYTREE® at night and Mt. Fuji and the Nikko mountain range by day if the weather is fine. Featuring a café, you can stop by to take a break during your sightseeing. ● 10:00–22:00 (Entry until 21:00) ● Open everyday ● 1,200 yen

The Sunshine 60 observatory has been reborn into an "experiential observatory." Enjoy content made with technology, like the "Tokyo Bullet Flight" that lets you feel like you are flying through the air using virtual reality, and the "Ultra Reverse Bungee" that gives you a virtual bungee experience. ● 500 yen/1 ride

**Many experiential contents**

Try virtual reality in the sky!
Built on the concept of an “Oasis in the Sky”
Sunshine Aquarium

An aquarium on the roof of a building 40m above ground. Split into three concepts, including the “Marine Garden: Journey Through the Sky,” where you can see the popular “penguins in the sky” (exhibit ends at 19:00), see the ecology of a great variety of marine life. ●10:00-21:00 (spring, summer), 10:00-18:00 (fall, winter) (Last admission: 1 hour before closing time) ●Open everyday ●2,200 yen

Enjoy a full day with friends and family
NAMJATOWN

An indoor theme park with a huge variety of attractions to enjoy. From the Western-style “Dokkingham Plaza” to the 1950s-style Japanese townscape “Fukubukuro Nanachome Arcade,” there’s so much to see. Located on the second floor of the Sunshine City World Import Mart Building.
●10:00–22:00 (Entry until 21:00) ●Open everyday ●500 yen or more

Enjoy the nightscape with your meal
Sunshine 60 “Sky Restaurant”

A restaurant zone on the 58th and 59th floors of the Sunshine 60 building. The restaurants feature a wide variety of styles, including traditional Japanese multi-course meals, Chinese food, and Italian food. From the window, see a great urban panorama of Tokyo Tower, TOKYO SKYTREE®, and soaring groups of skyscrapers. After you have fun at the Sunshine Aquarium, enjoy a relaxed dinner while you look at the nightscape.
Enjoy the nightscape along with your meal
Seibu Ikebukuro Flagship Store “Gourmet and Greenery Hanging Gardens”

An open-air garden on the 9th-floor rooftop. Enjoy the night cityscape and light Japanese, Western, and Chinese fare. The lights turn blue after sunset, creating a mystical atmosphere.
- 10:00–20:00 (varies depending on season and restaurant)
- No scheduled holidays
- Free

Sit and relax on the lawn
Minami-Ikebukuro Park

A grassy park extending from the east side of Ikebukuro Station. As the sky darkens, lights start to go on in the cafés and nearby skyscrapers, enveloping you in a romantic atmosphere.
- 8:00–22:00
- Free
Old and new side by side
Ueno and Akihabara

The Ueno area with the mood of the good old days wafting through the air, and Akihabara Electric Town with its dazzling and glittering neon lights. Enjoy the closeness of these two vastly different neighborhoods.

Be engulfed in neon as you stroll through the town
Akihabara Electric Town 秋葉原電気街

Japan’s leading electric town grew up while responding to the needs of each era, from radios to amateur radios, to consumer electronics, to audio equipment, to games. Visited by tourists from all over the world throughout the year. The chaotic feel of shops lined up cheek by jowl completely changes in the evening. Flashy electric billboards glitter with light, seeming to drown out the darkness, giving you a night scene that can only be found in Akihabara.

An arcade overflowing with people
Ameyoko Market 上野アメ横

A shopping arcade overflowing with energy, as the high-spirited voices of bargain sales and hawkers fly about. With all kinds of stores, from fresh seafood to clothing to general goods, this place is well-loved as a favorite sightseeing spot typical of Ueno. There are many izakaya in the area as well, and their liveliness is unceasing from morning to night.

Outdoor stage at the edge of the pond
Shinobazu Pond 上野不忍池

A pond located in Ueno Park. Lush lotuses seem to conceal the surface of the water, and their large flowers bloom between mid-July and mid-August. Bentendo floats in the center, with a spectacular nighttime illumination showing a beautiful scene within the darkness. You can also enjoy a ride in a swan boat during the day, until sunset.
Stroll Through Asakusa, Glittering with Japanese

Asakusa, where you can enjoy a Japanese atmosphere, is extremely popular even with foreign tourists. The path from Kaminarimon Gate to Sensoji Temple is dimly lit at night, and is known for being full of a different kind of charm from the daytime.

1. A quietly glittering, retro bridge
   Azumabashi Bridge 吾妻橋
   The Azumabashi Bridge, spanning the Sumida River, is illuminated. Board a waterbus to enjoy views of the bridge, TOKYO SKYTREE®, and the object on the roof of the Super Dry Hall.
   *The repair work will be completed in March 2020.

2. A massive paper lantern 4 m high and weighing 700 kg
   Kaminarimon Gate 雷門
   Kaminarimon Gate at the entrance to Sensoji Temple is lit up in warm tones. The great paper lantern is lit up, as well as the statues of the wind and thunder gods standing on either side. This impressive look is a must-see.

3. See the “Asakusa Picture Scroll” at night
   Nakamise Shopping Street 仲見世通り
   The closed shutters of stores create an “Asakusa Picture Scroll” depicting scenes of Asakusa’s history and the four seasons. At night, we recommend a stroll through the area, looking at the picture scrolls adorned in pale light.
   ●Illuminated until 23:00
Lights

Stately vermilion is a beautiful sight

Sensoji Temple 浅草寺
Cloaked in a gentle light, the Houzoumon Gate, five-storied pagoda, and main temple building give off a dignified aura. Depending on the angle, you can see TOKYO SKYTREE® from the grounds and enjoy the illumination of the symbols of Taito City and Sumida City.

Join in the lively scene of street stalls with crowds of visitors

What’s Ennichi?

Shimanrokusen-nichi Hozuki Market at Sensoji Temple 7/9・10

Stalls selling Chinese lantern plants are the specific scene of summer at Sensoji Temple. The Chinese lantern plant market, called the shiman rokusen-nichi (or 46,000 days) fair, is held on July 9 and 10.
A cluster of unique little restaurants at a corner of Kabukicho

**Shinjuku Golden-gai** 新宿ゴールデン街

What started as a post-war black market eventually grew into a neighborhood of restaurants and bars famous as a gathering spot for writers and actors. It still has about 280 storefronts, and continues to be a place for people to gather and chat. Enjoy a sense of time travel as you walk among the illuminated, retro signboards.

**Hidden streets**

Introducing some hidden little spots for the adults of Tokyo to gather as they are, have a drink, and chat.

**A total of 19 bars in one back street**

**Ebisu Yokocho** 恵比寿横丁

A 5-minute walk from Ebisu Station, this area is crammed with izakaya specializing in grilled skewers, Kyoto-style oden, okonomiyaki, and other items. It occupies the former site of a successful shopping arcade called “Yamashita Shopping Center.” It’s popular for retaining the feel of an old-style bar street while being located in the trendy Ebisu neighborhood.

Shimbashi is well-known as a place where workers gather on their way home from work. The place to be is under the elevated railway tracks between Yurakucho and Shimbashi Stations, an area lined with everything from inexpensive pubs for the masses to more stylish izakaya. There are also a lot of charming bars and restaurants under the tracks by Yurakucho Station.
Nostalgic and common shopping arcades
Akabane Ichibangai and OK Yokochō

This mid-20th century retro shopping arcade is a collection of about 100 shops, centered around a 400 m-long main street that stretches north from the east exit of Akabane Station. One section is a bar district called OK Yokochō, featuring about 30 izakaya and snack bars lined up in a narrow alleyway. Many popular shops are found along the avenue called Silk Road. Enjoy an evening tucked away in a hidden corner of Tokyo.

An old house is born again
Tokyo Otsuka Norengai

It was created along the Tokyo Sakura Tram (Toden Arakawa Line), which is a one-minute walk from Otsuka Station. The elegant shops decorated with noren curtains are part of a renovated old Japanese house that had been vacant. With grilled skewers, gyoza, snack bars, and other categories, this is a great spot for barhopping.

For adults to relax

Monjayaki is a typical flavor of downtown Tokyo. This street that runs straight from Tsukishima Station is chock full of monjayaki shops. Each shop has its own specialty, from standard monja to pollack roe to curry to Italian. Try them all, with a beer on the side.

Enjoy downtown Tokyo soul food
Tsukishima Monja Street

月島もんじゃストリート
Nighttime Amusement Parks & Entertainment

Popular amusement parks and theme parks change completely in the evening. Enjoy these spots, with special illuminations and brimming with romantic ambiance.

**Tip for Enjoying Tokyo Night Views**

**SPOT 1**

Enjoy night views from a Ferris wheel

**Tokyo Dome City Attractions (Suidobashi)**

Enjoy a huge variety of attractions, including a rollercoaster with a maximum slope of 80 degrees. Nighttime discount passes make it even more convenient.

- 10:00–22:00 (varies depending on season)
- No scheduled holidays
- One-day pass: 4,200 yen; Nighttime discount pass: 3,200 yen

**Get refreshed at Tokyo Dome City Spa LaQua (Suidobashi)**

A spa establishment utilizing natural spring water that rises up from 1,700 m underground. There is also Exclusive salon on the premises, for your relaxation.

- 11:00–9:00 next day
- No scheduled holidays
- 2,900 yen
**Spot 3**

An amusement park with water and green

**Toshimaen** (Nerima City)

としまえん

With colorful lanterns creating a fantasy world, the winter illumination is not to be missed. The pool is open in the summer, and the park has seasonal nighttime hours too.

- 10:00–17:00 (depending on the season)
- Closed Tue. and Wed. (closed from Tue. to Thu. in Jan. and Feb.)
- 1,000 yen or more

**Spot 2**

Amusement park that opened at the end of the Edo period

**Asakusa Hanayashiki** (Asakusa)

浅草花やしき

At Asakusa Hanayashiki, Japan’s oldest amusement park, you can enjoy illumination depending on the period. Enjoy the atmosphere of the cherry blossom color illumination, which is different from that experienced in the daytime.

- 10:00–18:00 (varies depending on season and weather) (Closed some days for park maintenance)
- 1,000 yen or more

**Spot 4**

Have a blast on the attractions at night

**Tokyo Joypolis** (Odaiba)

東京ジョイポリス

One of Japan’s largest indoor amusement parks. Enjoy plenty of attractions made with digital technology. See the latest attractions using virtual reality, too.

- 10:00–22:00 (Entry until 21:15. Open hours vary depending on season)
- 800 yen or more

**Spot 5**

A collaboration between cutting-edge productions and sea creatures

**Maxell Aqua Park Shinagawa** (Shinagawa)

マクセル アクアパーク品川

An aquarium with fun productions of sound and light. Holds 360-degree dolphin performances in "The Stadium."

- 10:00–22:00 (Last admission 21:00) (varies depending on season)
- 2,300 yen
Take in a Night View of Tokyo from the Sea!

You can take in harbor views from the sea in Tokyo Bay. Take your pick from a luxurious passenger boat offering extravagant tours, to casual cruises, to Japanese-style boats with an ambiance of old Japan.

**PLAN 1**

**Cruise in style on a luxury passenger boat**

Cruise boats operate nightly, touring around Tokyo Bay. After departing from Hinode Pier, cruise under the Rainbow Bridge with side views of Tokyo Tower, and tour Odaiba and the Tokyo Gate Bridge for around 2 hours 30 minutes.

The “Symphony” dinner cruise departs at 19:00. Rides also available with no meal service.

- **Board at:** 2-7-104 Kaigan, Minato-ku
- **Boarding point for Symphony at Hinode Pier**
- **4,000 yen or more for rides w/o meals.**

**PLAN 2**

**Ride a unique and comfortable cruise**

TOKYO CRUISE also offers the “Rainbow Bridge Tour” night cruise with views of the TOKYO SKYTREE® nightscape.

- **Board at:** Asakusa Tokyo Cruise Terminal 1-1-1 Hanakawado Taito-ku, and 6 other locations
- **1,720 yen or more**

**PLAN 3**

**Carrying on the Spirit of Edo Relax in a houseboat**

A Japanese-style boat where you can enjoy meals and parties, a familiar pastime in Tokyo since the 17th century. You can eat tempura, sashimi, hot pot, and other Japanese foods in the comfort of a Japanese-style room. Some boats also offer karaoke.

TOKYO CRUISE also offers the “Rainbow Bridge Tour” night cruise with views of the TOKYO SKYTREE® nightscape.

- **Board at:** 2-7-104 Kaigan, Minato-ku
- **Boarding point for Symphony at Hinode Pier**
- **4,000 yen or more for rides w/o meals.**
Tip for Enjoying Tokyo Night Views

Tokyo still has more places to enjoy night views. Here we’ll introduce free observatories in the city, and spots to see Tokyo from afar.

**Spot 1**

Observatory restaurant on the same floor, too
**Bunkyo Civic Center Observation Lounge** (Bunkyo City)

文京シビックセンター展望ラウンジ

The 25th floor of the building that houses the city offices of Bunkyo Ward. Look down on views to the east, west, and north from a height of 105m above ground. You can even see Mt. Fuji on a clear day. Enjoy beautiful views of the urban cityscape.

- **9:00–20:30**
- **Closed 3rd Mon. of May and the new year season**
- **Free**

**Spot 2**

See the city lights from a natural viewpoint
**Mt. Takao** (Hachioji City)

高尾山

Mt. Takao is about one hour away from the city by train. The photo shows the night view from the Mt. Takao Observatory Deck. In summer, there is also a beer garden that serves alcohol and meals for you to enjoy while you view the nightscape.

- **Just in front of Takaosan Sta.**
- **8:30–22:00**
- **Closed the 2nd Sun. in Feb. and Aug. New Year holidays**
- **Free**

**Spot 3**

Look out at night views from a 270-degree field of vision
**Hoku Topia Observation Lobby** (Kita City)

北とぴあ展望ロビー

This observation spot has windows on three sides, on the 17th floor of Hoku Topia. With no tall buildings nearby, the views are unrivaled. From the windows on the Oji Station side, get sweeping views of the bullet train as it dashes along the tracks.

- **8:30–22:00**
- **Closed the 2nd Sun. in Feb. and Aug. New Year holidays**
- **Free**

---

Metropolitan Expressway    Central Circular Route
Tohoku/Joetsu Shinkansen
JR Keihin-Tohoku Line
JR Tohoku Line
Oji Sta.
Oji Shrine
Asukayama Park

Map of observatory locations.
Tokyo is a 24-hour metropolis that never sleeps. Enjoy unique perspectives by viewing the nighttime cityscape from the air, from a double-decker open-air bus, and other angles.

**Plan 1**

**See a night view of airplanes taking off and landing from the airport observation deck.**

See airplanes up close from the observation deck, as they take off and land. The observation deck of the 3rd terminal is open 24 hours, so get a view of all kinds of planes and the nighttime cityscape to your heart’s content.

**Haneda Airport Observation Deck**

Haneda Airport 3rd Terminal Rooftop Observation Deck, where you can relax on a bench or at a table. **Free**

**Helicopter Cruising**

Excel Air Tokyo Night Cruise gives you a sweeping aerial view of Tokyo’s nightscape.

● approx. 15 min (See the website for admission fees.).

**Plan 2**

**Cruise to Nighttime Tokyo on Public Transportation**

Enjoy 360° Tokyo night views while you sit on an open-air double-decker bus. You’ll definitely make memories of a lifetime if you take a helicopter ride to see nighttime Tokyo sparkling like an array of jewels.

**Yurikamome**

Transportation facilities connecting Shimbashi and Toyosu. From the train windows, see night views of Tokyo Bay and the Rainbow Bridge, and soak up the romantic mood.
Tokyo is a 24-hour metropolis that never sleeps. Enjoy unique perspectives by viewing the nighttime cityscape from the air, from a double-decker open-air bus, and other angles.

PLAN

Hamazakibashi Junction
浜崎橋ジャンクション

Hamazakibashi Junction makes a dynamic arc above the water near Yurikamome Takeshiba Station.

Just like giant art?!
Junction Night View

This highway courses through the center of Tokyo like veins. There are over 30 junctions (branching and merging section) within the city. Each road has multi-level crossings, and when they are lit up at night, they truly look like a type of giant artwork.
In the open space in Kyobashi Edogrand in Kyobashi, Chuo City, various events are held by artists who have their roots in the traditional music of various regions but also pursue contemporary and radical expression with the theme of "tradition and innovation." No booking is required and admission is free. You can come in whenever you like and enjoy your favorite music. Live performances with Japanese musical instruments and experiential events are also organized, and help overseas tourists become familiar with Japanese music.

- Holding events once or twice a month, mainly on Saturdays (Check the website for details.)
- 18:00-20:00 (plan)
- Free
- No booking required

TOKYO NIGHT MARKET
Kyobashi night Live Crossing

Let us introduce the new way of enjoying Tokyo nights. Join Nightlife Events held in various places and fully enjoy special nights!
Kyobashi night Live Crossing
京橋 night ライブ クロッシング

No booking required, admission free. 
Music events about “tradition and innovation”

In the open space in Kyobashi Edogrand in Kyobashi, Chuo City, various events are held by artists who have their roots in the traditional music of various regions but also pursue contemporary and radical expression with the theme of “tradition and innovation.” No booking is required and admission is free. You can come in whenever you like and enjoy your favorite music. Live performances with Japanese musical instruments and experiential events are also organized, and help overseas tourists become familiar with Japanese music.

- Holding events once or twice a month, mainly on Saturdays
  (Check the website for details.)
- 18:00-20:00 (plan)
- Free
- No booking required

Address: Kyobashi Edogrand 2-2-1 Kyobashi, Chuo City
Venue: Large stairs on B1 floor, Lounge on the 3rd floor (cold season only)
Access: Located next to Kyobashi Sta., Tokyo Metro Ginza Line
- 5-min. walk from Ginza-itchome Sta., Tokyo Metro Yurakucho Line
- 3-min. walk from Takaracho Sta., Toei Asakusa Line
- 5-min. walk from Tokyo Sta., JR lines
Contact: kyobashi221@edogrand.tokyo
Check the official website (access available from the QR code on the right) or contact the facility for the latest information such as venues, business hours, regular closing day, and fees. https://www.edogrand.tokyo/

*This project is carried out using the “Nightlife Tourism Promotion Grant” provided by the Tokyo Convention & Visitors Bureau.*
TOKYO NIGHT MARKET

Night market for adults

Just like the world-famous night markets in Taiwan, Night market is regularly held for people to enjoy the nightlife in Shibuya. Various contents that entertain overseas tourists and adults are provided. On the day of an event, you can enjoy live music and dance performances, shopping for traditional crafts or works of creators, and also drinking alcohol from various countries. Free devices that facilitate communication among people from various countries are available in the market venue.

- To be held once a month mainly on Thu., Fri., and Sat. (Check the website for schedule.)
- The opening hours vary depending on the event.
- Admission free
- Entry and exit free

Address: (1) SHIBUYA STREAM 3-21-3 Shibuya, Shibuya City
         (2) SHIBUYA CAST. 1-23-21 Shibuya, Shibuya City

*varies depending on the event

Access: (1) Located next Shibuya Sta., JR, Keio, Tokyo Metro and Tokyu lines
        (2) 1-min. walk from Shibuya Sta., JR, Keio, Tokyo Metro, and Tokyu lines

Contact: NIGHT MARKET JAPAN  TEL. 03-6805-0379

Check the official website (access available from the QR code on the right) or contact the facility for the latest information such as venues, business hours, regular closing day, and fees.
https://www.night-market-japan.com/

*This project is carried out using the “Nightlife Tourism Promotion Grant” provided by the Tokyo Convention & Visitors Bureau.
TOKYO MUSIC EVENING “Yūbe”

Enjoy Ikebukuro night with classical music

Ikebukuro West Gate Park was renovated as a theatrical park with an outdoor theater, large screen, and café with a tourist guide function. At the outdoor “GLOBAL RING THEATRE,” authentic classical music concerts are held at night once a week so that people can linger and enjoy the theater atmosphere after watching a play or listening to music at Hareza Ikebukuro or the Tokyo Metropolitan Theatre. A professional orchestra or amateur student orchestra plays the music. A concert performance on video will be shown on the large screen when it is rainy or very cold.

- To be held once a week (Check the website for schedules.)
- (1st session) 19:00-19:30  (2nd session) 20:30-21:00
- In principle, admission free
- An application may be required for the sitting area

Address: GLOBAL RING THEATRE (in Ikebukuro West Gate Park) 1-8-26
Nishi-ikebukuro, Toshima City
Access: 5-min. walk from Ikebukuro Sta.: JR, Tokyo Metro, the Tobu Tojo Line and the Seibu Ikebukuro Line
Contact: Culture and tourism section, Culture and commerce department, Toshima City  TEL. 03-3981-4623
Check the official website (access available from the QR code on the right) or contact the facility for the latest information such as venues, business hours, regular closing day, and fees.

*This project is carried out using the “Nightlife Tourism Promotion Grant” provided by the Tokyo Convention & Visitors Bureau.
The flower that symbolizes spring in Japan Illuminated cherry blossoms in full bloom
Cherry blossoms, beloved by Japanese people since ancient times. See illuminated cherry blossoms at night.

Viewing season: late March to beginning of April

Cherry blossoms floating around the moat
Chidori-ga-fuchi Green Way

Pale pink cherry blossoms bloom on about 260 cherry trees that stretch alongside a 700 m-long promenade on the northwest side of the Imperial Palace. Walk through when they are in full bloom and you’ll feel just like you’re in a cherry blossom tunnel.
● From Kudan Minami 2-chome to Edge 2 of Sanbancho, Chiyoda-ku
● 5-min. walk from Kudanshita and Hanzomon subway stations
● Illuminated during the Chiyoda Cherry Blossom Festival from sunset to 22:00

River hidden by blooming cherry blossoms on both sides
Around Meguro River

The Meguro River runs through the center of Tokyo. A 700 m section of the rows of cherry trees that line the river is illuminated at night. Paper lanterns are hung along the riverside. ● Meguro River, Meguro-ku (Saikachibashi Bridge to Nambabashi Bridge) ● 1-min. walk from Naka-meguro Sta. ● Illuminated from 17:00 – 21:00 when the flowers are in bloom

The Most Famous Cherry Blossom Viewing Place in Tokyo
Ueno Park

A massive park with museums and art museums. 1000 paper lanterns shine on fully blooming cherry blossoms, and the park teems with crowds of flower-viewing visitors every year. ● Ueno-koen / Ikenohata, Taito-ku ● 2-min. walk from JR and subway Ueno Sta. ● Illuminated from 17:00 – 20:00 starting on cherry blossom blooming announcement day

"The illumination season is subject to change."
Giant flowers burning up the night sky

Summer Poetry, Fireworks

Japanese fireworks have all kinds of colors and formations. Some fireworks are sent up in time with music.

Sumida River Fireworks Festival
隅田川花火大会
Japan’s Oldest Fireworks Display

A fireworks display that has been held since the 18th century. About 20,000 fireworks light up the skies above the Sumida River, surrounded by the friendly atmosphere of a traditional working-class neighborhood. The river is filled with houseboats floating to view the fireworks.

- Venue 1: Sakura Bridge downstream–Kototoi Bridge upstream (15-min. walk from Asakusa subway station)
- Venue 2: Komagata Bridge downstream–Umaya Bridge upstream (5-min. walk from Kuramae subway station)

Held on July 11 (Sat) (plan)

Held on May 30 (Sat) (plan)

Held on May 23 (Sat) (plan)

Held on Oct 3 (Sat) (plan)

Adachi Fireworks
足立の花火
A collaboration of fireworks and laser beams

The opening rapid succession of fireworks is a must-see

Edogawa Fireworks Festival
江戸川区花火大会
A total of 15,000 fireworks are sent off for about one hour. You will be overwhelmed to see the magnificent view of dynamic fireworks from the Bank of the Arakawa River. A collaboration of fireworks such as Niagaras and laser beams adorn the summer night. This night show can be seen from a wide area, from both riverbanks of the Arakawa River.

- Bank of the Arakawa River, Senju-okawacho, etc. Adachi City ● 15-min. walk from Kitasenju Sta., JR and Tokyo Metro lines

Tachikawa Festival, Showa Kinen Park Fireworks Festival
立川まつり 国営昭和記念公園花火大会
A collaboration of fireworks and laser beams The opening rapid succession of fireworks is a must-see

Enjoy fireworks on a spacious field

The opening sequence is famous for sending off 1000 fireworks in a space of only 5 seconds. You can see fireworks in the shape of Mt. Fuji, and fireworks of all types that fit 8 themes and are synchronized with music.

- Banks of the Edogawa River, 1-25 Kamishinozaki, Edogawa-ku ● 15-min. walk from Shinozaki subway station

- Bank of the Arakawa River, Senju-okawacho, etc. Adachi City ● 15-min. walk from Kitasenju Sta., JR and Tokyo Metro lines

- 3173 Midoricho, Tachikawa-shi ● 15-min. walk from JR Tachikawa Sta.

*Fireworks schedule subject to change
Autumn Colors

Autumn colors adorning the town
Autumn leaves illumination

In autumn, the temperature drops and leaves on trees turn red and yellow. These gorgeous colors are illuminated.

**Viewing season:** mid-Nov. to early Dec.

**Rikugien Gardens**

Beautiful autumn leaves reflected in the water

This garden was created by Yoshiyasu Yanagisawa, retainer of 5th shogun Tsunayoshi in the 17th century. The autumn leaves beautifully add color to this artistic Japanese garden, complete with artificial hills and a bridge crossing a pond.

- 6 Hon-komagome, Bunkyo-ku
- 7-min. walk from JR and subway Komagome Sta.
- Illuminated from sunset to 21:00, from late Nov. to early Dec.
- 300 yen

**Mejiro Garden**

Enjoy the autumn atmosphere as you stroll around the pond

See bright red Japanese maple leaves, a waterfall, and Japanese architecture as you stroll around the pond in the middle of the garden. The blue and yellow colored lights change in three phases.

- 3-20-18 Mejiro, Toshima-ku
- 5-min. walk from JR Mejiro Sta.
- Illuminated from 17:30–21:00 from late Nov. to early Dec.
- Free of charge except when illuminated; 200 yen when illuminated

**Takahata Fudoson**

A temple well-loved since ancient times. See autumn foliage and a five-storied pagoda built at the foot of a small hill, lit by paper lanterns.

- 733 Takahata, Hino-shi
- 5-min. walk from Keio Line and Tama Monorail Takahatafudo Sta.
- Illuminated from sunset to 20:00 during the Momij Festival
- Free

*The illumination season is subject to change.*
Spectacular illumination enlivening Tokyo nights

**TOKYO MEGA ILLUMI**

Tokyo City Keiba is adorned with magnificent illumination. Each area has its own theme such as a fountain show and light tunnel. You can enjoy the attractive view of each place.

- 2-1-2 Katsushima, Shinagawa-ku
- 2-min. walk from Tokyo Monorail’s Oi Keibajo Mae Sta.
- Illumination 16:30-21:30 or 17:30-21:30 (Last admission 20:30)
- No scheduled holidays
- 1,000 yen

Winter illumination, warmly lighting the frozen town

Japanese illumination has delicate coloring. Some illuminations are produced on a particularly large scale.

**Only here in the whole world! Gem Illumination**

**Yomiuriland Jewellumination®**

This popular amusement park has thrilling rides and attractions. 6.5 million LED lights cover the inside of the park, made to look like diamonds, rubies, and other jewels.

- 4015-1 Yanokuchi, Inagi-shi
- 5 min. by gondola from Keio-yomiuri-land Sta. on the Keio Line
- Illuminated from 16:00–20:30
- No scheduled holidays
- 1,500 yen

Dazzling lights adorn the streets

**Marunouchi Illumination**

In the downtown business district, along the 1.2 km-long Marunouchi Naka-Dori St., over 220 trees that line the streets are decorated with about 1 million champagne-gold LED lights.

- Chiyoda-ku (Marunouchi Naka-Dori St., Tokyo Sta. area, etc.)
- Close to Tokyo Sta. of JR and Subway
- Illumination 17:30-23:00 (plan), 17:00-24:00 in Dec. (plan)

Gorgeous golden zelkova trees

**Omotesando Magic Illumination**

On this fashion thoroughfare lined with apparel shops and restaurants, About 1.1 km stretch of zelkova trees is gorgeously decorated with 900,000 LED lights that shine with a golden hue.

- Omotesando, Shibuya-ku (Jingubashi Intersection – Omotesando Intersection)
- 1-min. walk from JR Harajuku Sta.
- Illuminated from sunset to 22:00

*The illumination season is subject to change.*
★TOKYO SKYTREE® The Best Picturesque Night View
★Tokyo Tower, the Symbol of Tokyo
★Roppongi, a Playground for Adults
★Shinjuku Station West Exit, Panorama View of Skyscrapers
★Shinjuku Station East Exit, Pulsing with Energy
★The Heart of Tokyo! Ginza, Yurakucho, Tokyo Station area
★Lose yourself in an elegant night of art and music
★The Glittery Bay Area
★Shibuya and Harajuku, Birthplace of Pop Culture
★So much to see! Enjoy your evening in Ikebukuro
★Old and new side by side: Ueno and Akihabara
★Stroll Through Asakusa, Glittering with Japanese Lights
★Hidden streets for adults to relax
★Nighttime amusement parks and entertainment
★Take in a Night View of Tokyo from the Sea!
★Night Views from the Sky
★Glimpse a Special Night View while using Transportation!
★Nightlife Events
★Seasonal Illumination
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Read the QR code on your smartphone to access the website posting night view spots.